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Thank you for inviting me to offer my commentary. Here it is:
I consider your continued attempts to assassinate Sheriff Johnson's
character and unjustly portray him as corrupt through the use of 
rumor, innuendo and fabricated conspiracy theories to be morally 
reprehensible.

Worse, your baseless insinuations that Sheriff Johnson and this 
agency manipulate enforcement action, tactical decisions in the field 
and arrest/charging decisions for political purposes are completely
despicable and disgusting! Through your vendetta-driven web site, you
have and continue to exhibit extreme bias and hostility towards 
Sheriff Johnson and the Sheriff's Office and also regularly 
demonstrate that your repeated inquiries to us are not precipitated 
by a sincere desire to learn and report the truth. 

I say that because in the past, you have often ignored factual 
information provided by me that didn't fit into your pre-determined 
and biased story narrative. You and I both know what this is about, 
and it certainly isn't about honest and truthful reporting of the 
news. Given your pattern of behavior, the biased, unfair and 
inaccurate manner in which you've written about prior issues 
involving the Sheriff's Office and your history of ignoring the 
facts, I see no reason to believe that your conduct or the personal 
agenda promoted by your web site will change in the future. 
Naturally, it's your right to use your web site for any lawful 
purpose you choose, just as it's our right to decide whether or not 
to respond to your frequent questioning. And even if we did feel 
obliged to respond, some of your questions simply can't be answered 
because the arresting Deputy, Travis Deane, is unavailable due to his 
termination for poor performance and judgment issues. As it relates 
to the arrest of Robert Kaiser, I'm not aware of anyone -- and 
certainly, not Sheriff Johnson – directing Deputy Deane on how to 
handle the call or what criminal charges to file.

That being said, the bottom line is that as it relates to this 
inquiry, you've been provided with all of the records to which you 
are statutorily entitled. Feel free to draw whatever inferences you 
choose from those records and write your story in whatever hostile, 
biased and factually-challenged manner you like for the benefit of 
your web site visitors and 57 Facebook friends. Quite frankly, in my 
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view, you, your web site and the stories contained therein have no 
credibility and I do not intend to dignify your questions with any 
further response beyond what is contained in this e-mail.

Regards,
Gary

P.S.: Rocky Kaiser is not, and has never been, an honorary Volusia
County Sheriff's Deputy. He is, however, a Volunteer Reserve Deputy – 
an appointment first made by former Sheriff Ed Duff more than 30 
years ago.


